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This invention relates to devices made in the 
form of a tool with an elongated round handle 
and With gripping means at the end of the handle 
for retrieving golf balls, and in particular this 
invention includes a telescoping handle with co 
acting Wire loops extended from the end of the 
handle and with a spring wire coil on the handle 
for retaining an inner telescoping section in the 
end of Which the wire loops are mounted, in ad justed positions. 
The purpose of this invention is to provide a 

device for retrieving golf balls that may be car 
ried in the conventional golf club bag and that 
may readily be extended for use. 
Warious devices have been provided for retriev 

ing golf balls and other devices from hazards 
Such as Sand, Swamps, pools and the like, how 
ever, extensible devices of this type now on the 
market are too complicated or troublesome for 
continuous use and, therefore, are not used by 
the average golfer. With this thought in mind 
this invention contemplates a comparatively 
simple handle with an extensible section slidably 
mounted therein and with wire loops on the end 
of the extensible section for picking up a golf 
ball. ". . ; 

The object of this invention is, therefore, to 
provide means for forming a handle with golf 
ball holding means at the end so that the handle 
may be carried in a golf bag and also so that 
the length of the handle is adjustable. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a golf ball retriever that is of comparatively 
light Weight so that it is not objectionable to 
carry. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an improved golf ball retriever which is of a 
simple and economical construction. 
With these and other objects and advantages 

in view the invention embodies an elongated 
tubular handle having spaced annular indenta 
tions therein, a rod slidably mounted in the 
handle and having recesses positioned to corre 
Spond with the indentations of the handle, wire 
loops extended from the end of the rod, and a 
Spring wire latch having a loop positioned to ex 
tend into the indentations of the handle for co 
acting with the recesses of the telescoping rod 
for retaining the rod in adjusted positions. 
Other features and advantages of the invention 

will appear from the following description taken 
in connection with the drawings wherein: 

Figure 1 is a front elevational view of the golf 
ball retriever showing the inner member in the 
handle and with parts broken away. 
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Figure 2 is a similar view taken at a right 

angle to that shown in Figure 1, showing the 
lower part of the handle and inner member 
broken away and illustrating a method of mount 
ing the wire loops in the end of the inner member. 

Figure 3 is a cross section through the handle 
taken on line 3-3 of Figure 1 illustrating the 
spring wire loop for holding the telescoping parts 
in adjusted positions and showing the ball grip 
ping loops at the end of the inner member. 

Figure 4 is a cross section through the handle 
taken on line 4-4 of Figure 1 showing an ex 
tension on the upper end of the Spring Wire loop 
of the latch extended into an opening in the 
handle for retaining the latch in position. 

Figure 5 is a detail showing a longitudinal Sec 
tion through the lower part of the handle with 
the inner member positioned therein and show 
ing a modification wherein an enlargement is 
provided on the inner end of the inner member 
for preventing accidental separation of the parts 
and in this view parts are broken away. 

Figure 6 is a cross section through the lower 
end of the inner member taken on line 6-5 of 
Figure 5 illustrating a method of crimping the 
ball gripping loops in the end of the inner mem 
ber. 

Referring now to the drawings wherein like 
reference characters denote corresponding parts 
the improved golf ball retriever of this invention 
includes a tubular handle (), an inner member 
slidably mounted in the handle which may be in 
the form of a rod as shown in Figures 1 and 2 
or tube 2 as shown in Figure 5 in which the tube 
is slidably mounted in a handle 3, ball gripping 
loops f4 and 5, and a spring wire latch 6. 
The handle O may be provided with a cap or 

knob which is positioned on the upper end and 
the knob is provided with a stem 8 which ex 
tends into the upper end of the tubular handle. 
The knob is secured in the handle by an annular 
ridge formed by an annular indentation 9 rolled 
or otherwise formed in the handle and positioned 
to grip the stem 8. The handle is also provided 
with a slot 20 which, as illustrated in Figure 3, 
is Substantially semi-circular and a spring wire 
loop 2? on the end of the latch 6 is positioned to 
Snap into the slot 20 so that it may extend into 
annular recesses 22 and 23 and 24 that may be 
provided at Spaced points in the outer surface 
of the inner member whereby the length of the 
handle is adjustable to provide substantially any 
length desired. 
The upper end of the latch f6 is provided with 

a spring coil 25 and the end of the coil is formed 
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inwardly to provide a pin 26 that extends into an 
opening 27 in the wall of the handle 10, as shown 
in Figure 4 whereby the latch is located longi 
tudinally on the handle. 
As illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3 the ball 

gripping loops 4 and 5 are formed. With Sub 
stantially semi-circular lower Sections 28 and 29, 
respectively and from the ends of the semi-cir 
cular sections loops extend Wertically upWardly 
with the upper ends of the vertical Sections con 
nected to horizontal Sections 30 and 3 of the 
loop 4 and 32 and 33 of the loop 5. The ends 
of the horizontal sections of the loop 4 extends 
inWardly and slope upWardly With Wertically dis 
posed ends 34 and 35 on the upper ends. The loop 
5 is provided. With similarly extended ends as 

indicated by the numeral 36 and these ends are 
crimped in an opening 37 in the lower end of the 
inner member or rod f f by a ridge 38 formed 
inWardly from the annular receSS 22, as illus 
trated in Figure 2. 

In the design shown in Figure 5 the upwardly 
extended end of the loops, as indicated by the 
numerals 39 and 40 are crimped in a ferrule 4 
On the lower end of the inner telescoping mem 
ber 2. The upper end of the member 2 is 
provided with an enlargement 42 which slides 
against the inner Wall 43 of the tubular handle 
3 and with the lower part of the tube 2 slida 

bly held in a ferrule 44 in the lower end of the 
handle the inner tubular member is Supported 
at two points whereby it is rigidly held. 
By this means a Swedged bottle neck is pro 

vided on the retriever end of the outer shaft or 
handle Which prevents the inner telescoping 
section accidentally sliding out of the handle and 
a similar SWedged-like ferrule is provided at the 
end of the inner shaft or tube for retaining the 
ball retaining loops in the end thereof. 
The handle 3 is also provided with a slot 

similar to the slot 20 and the inner tubular mem 
ber 2 is provided with recesses similar to the 
recesses 22, 23 and 24 whereby a latch, similar 
to the latch 6, positioned on the handle 3, 
retains the inner tubular member in adjusted 
positions. 

It will be understood that other modifications 
may be made in the design and arrangement of 
the parts without departing from the spirit of 
the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A golf ball retriever comprising an elon 

gated tubular handle having a transversely dis 
posed slot in the wall thereof spaced from one 
end and an opening in the wall spaced inwardly 
from the slot, a spring wire latch having a 
mounting coil on one end extended around the 
handle so that one end of the coil will enter the 
opening in the handle and having a coil on the 
opposite end positioned to extend into the slot 
of the handle, said latch positioned on and 
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spaced from the lower end of the handle and ex 
tending along the handle in angular relation. 
thereto, an inner member slidably mounted in 
the handle and having recesses therein posi 
tioned to register with the slot of the handle 

4 
Whereby the coil of the latch extended through 
the said slot Snaps into one of said recesses for 
retaining the said inner member in adjusted 
positions in the handle, and ball retaining wire 
loops extended from the said inner member. 

2. A golf ball retriever comprising an elon 
gated tubular handle having a transversely dis 
posed slot in the Wall thereof spaced from one end 
and an opening in the Wall spaced in Wardly from 
the slot, a Spring Wire latch having a mounting 
coil on one end extended around the handle so 
that One end of the coil Will enter the opening 
in the handle and having a coil on the opposite 
end positioned to extend into the slot of the 
handle, Said latch positioned on and spaced from 
the lower end of the handle and extending along 
the handle in angular relation thereto, means 
retaining the Said latch in position upon the 
handle, an inner member slidably mounted in 
the handle and having recesses therein posi 
tioned to register with the Slot of the handle 
whereby the coil of the latch extended through . 
Said slot Snaps into one of said recesses for re 
taining the said inner member in adjusted posi 
tions in the handle, and ball retaining Wire loops 
extended from the said inner member. 

3. A gold ball retriever comprising an elon 
gated tubular handle having a transversely dis 
posed slot in the wall thereof spaced from one 
end and an opening in the wall spaced inwardly 
from the slot, a spring ... wire latch having a 
mounting coil on one end extended around the 
handle So that one end of the coil will enter the 
opening in the handle and having a coil on the 
opposite end positioned to extend into the slot of 
the handle, said latch positioned on and spaced 
from the lower end of the handle and extend 
ing along the handle in angular relation-thereto, 
means retaining the Said latch in position upon 
the handle, an inner member slidably mounted 
in the handle and having recesses therein posi 
tioned to register With the slot of the handle 
whereby the coil of the latch extended through 
the said slot Snaps into one of said recesses for 
retaining the said inner member in adjusted 
positions in the handle, ball retaining wire loops 
extended from the said inner member, and means 
preventing accidental separation of the inner 
member from the handle. 

- LEWELLYN JONES. 
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